NABCOP Data Specification for COSD versions 6, 7 and 8 now online

Download the updated NABCOP Data Specification!

This can be found at https://www.nabcop.org.uk/resources/

It lists and provides detail on the existing Cancer Outcomes and Services Dataset (COSD) items; National Radiotherapy Dataset (RTDS) items; and Systemic Anti-Cancer Therapy (SACT) Dataset items to be used for the patient audit.

The updated Data Specification:
1. Is a combined data specification for COSD versions 6 to 8.
2. Tells you if each NABCOP data item is present in COSD version 6, 7 or 8, as well as RTDS and SACT.
3. Is now a spreadsheet (rather than a word document) so that you can sort and filter it — as shown on the right.

We will be updating this NABCOP Combined Data Specification in the New Year to describe the Welsh data items for NABCOP.

In the meantime, we hope you have a lovely festive break, and wish you a happy New Year.

Please contact us or visit our website if you have any queries about the audit.
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